
In this IBM Tivoli® Monitoring training module, you learn the concepts of private history 

data and autonomous agents that generate private history data. You also learn about 

private situations and how to configure private situations for both the short-term and 

long-term storage of historical data that is collected from autonomous agents.  
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After you complete this training module, you can describe the main characteristics of 

private history data collection. You also learn how to navigate to the directory where 

private history data files are in either Windows or Linux or UNIX operating system 

environments. This training module demonstrates how to use the Agent Service 

Interface, a tool you use to view private history data files. Finally, you learn how to 

configure a private history data collection private situation, configure the private 

situation export parameter, and configure a private situation data warehouse location 

definition. 
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A Tivoli Enterprise Monitoring Agent can run independently of the Tivoli Enterprise 

Monitoring Server. These monitoring agents are called autonomous agents. You can 

configure different levels of autonomy that is based on the functionality that the 

monitoring agent should have, resource constraints, and how much dependency the 

agent should have on the monitoring server.  

Any monitoring agent with an infrastructure of IBM Tivoli Monitoring V6.2.2 FP2 or later 

can be configured to run autonomously. Autonomous agents start independently of their 

monitoring server. They can collect data, run situations, and register events while they 

are disconnected from the monitoring server. This is the default behavior. You can 

adjust the autonomous agent behavior for greater or less autonomy.  

If you configure an Agent Builder or OS agent to be autonomous, it becomes a Tivoli 

System Monitor Agent. Tivoli System Monitor Agents are installed and configured to 

have no dependency on, nor any connection to, a monitoring server. Tivoli System 

Monitor Agents are like any other monitoring agent except that any processing that can 

be done only through the monitoring server is not available through them. As well, a 

Tivoli System Monitor Agent must not be installed on the same system as either a Tivoli 

Management Services component or a Tivoli Enterprise Monitoring Agent. 
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Private history involves the collection and short-term storage of data from autonomous 

agents without the need of a complete IBM Tivoli Monitoring infrastructure. Private 

situations are system configurations and settings that control private history data 

collection and storage options. Private situations are created with extensible markup 

language (XML) and they can be defined in proper locations depending on the platform. 

You can configure autonomous agents for private history data collection. Short-term 

private history data is stored on a user’s local workstation whereas long-term history 

data can be sent directly to IBM Tivoli Data Warehouse. 

An Agent Service Interface allows viewing of the short-term and long-term private 

history data files. 
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Private history involves collection and storage of local monitoring agent data. To use 

private history data, you must first define private historical data collection in what is 

called a private situation for an autonomous agent in a configuration file. After that you 

use the Agent Service Interface to view the autonomous agent’s short-term collected 

private data history. Only one active history data collection can exist for each application 

table that is in each attribute group. The private historical data is stored in files that are 

prefixed with PVTHIST_ . You set the RETAIN attribute to manage the private history 

file size in hours. The private historical data files are stored in a location that is specified 

in the CTIRA_HIST_DIR directory. Both the Windows OS and Linux or UNIX 

environment default directories are shown on this slide. 
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The HISTORY tag  instructs the autonomous agent to collect historical data. With this 

tag, you can specify the table or attribute from which to collect historical data. The 

HISTORY tag also specifies short-term historical data’s incoming data reception interval 

and short-term historical data’s retention time period interval. The historical data 

collection interval is set in minutes while the historical data short-term storage or 

retention interval is set in hours. You can also have the autonomous agent transmit 

historical data to a long-term storage solution such as Tivoli Data Warehouse. To have 

your autonomous agent directly feed historical data to a data warehouse, you need to 

set the EXPORT parameter. The EXPORT parameter defines the time interval in 

minutes that historical data is pushed directly to a data warehouse. 
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For a direct feed from the autonomous agent to the Tivoli Data Warehouse, add a 

WAREHOUSE tag in the XML configuration file. The attributes of the WAREHOUSE tag 

reveal the warehouse proxy agent location.  
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Now look at a sample configuration for historical data collection and data warehousing. 

Also, look at what are both the possible errors and the expected normal results that you 

get in the agent’s log files. As it is for all private situations, insert the historical data 

collection definition in the appropriate XML file for either a Windows environment or a 

Linux or UNIX environment. The configuration in the XML file is checked and if it fails to 

parse due to some syntax error then the private historical collection is discarded. This 

sample XML file for PRIVATE CONFIGURATION has the WAREHOUSE tag that is 

located outside of the main body of the XML file. That condition generates a file syntax 

error. 
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Remember, XML file syntax rules are strict. If no problems are found in the XML file 

syntax, then the XML file settings are implemented. In this particular example, you can 

see that the EXPORT interval is set to 15 minutes and that USE WAREHOUSE is in 

effect. In this example, a private history situation is started with all of the settings from 

the XML file. 
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When the collection interval expires, the needed table is queried. Data is collected and 

written into the appropriate historical data file. 
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Here you can see two possible errors that can be faced during a warehousing attempt. 

The first one is the condition where the EXPORT parameter is specified in an XML tag. 

The problem is that when the interval expires, the export process cannot find any 

warehouse proxy agent. It has not been defined in the XML file with the WAREHOUSE 

parameter. 

The second scenario relates to when the warehouse tag is specified but it is recognized 

only by agents at level 623 fix pack 1 or later. In previous versions, the warehouse 

specification is rejected. 
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If there are no errors in the XML file, the CT_CMSLIST parameter is not defined and the 

specified Warehouse Proxy agent is up and running, then the warehouse specification 

takes effect. 
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Then, when the warehouse interval defined in the EXPORT parameter expires, the data 

is exported from the historical data file to the data warehouse database using the 

specified warehouse proxy agent. 
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Use the Agent Service Interface to access the short-term history data. Short-term 

history data is contained in the appropriate private historical files. 
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On this slide, warehoused private history data is retained in the Tivoli Data Warehouse 

database. You can access this data by using a database navigation tool or use it as 

report generation tool source data. 
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Here are some links to more information on IBM Tivoli Monitoring version 6.3 agent 

autonomy, private situations, and private history. 
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Now that you have completed this training module, you can describe the main 

characteristics of private history data collection. You also can navigate to the directory 

where private history data files are located in either Windows or Linux or UNIX 

operating system environments. This training module has demonstrated to you how to 

use the Agent Service Interface to view private history data files. Finally, you learned 

how to configure a private history data collection private situation, configure the private 

situation export parameter, and configure a private situation data warehouse location 

definition. 
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